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SEASONAL WARM UP ‘OPEN’ 
Sunday 15th April 2012 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

On a cold, damp and windy morning 33 hardy souls turned out to welcome in our Off-Road Season 
with the now traditional ‘Warm-Up’ Meeting -  the question was “would it warm up?!” Cutting the 
grass in readiness for Race Day was difficult enough, with more than enough rain for the past several 
days, but we did it. Willing volunteers had the not-so-pleasant task of moving very wet ropes onto a 
wet track area to produce a great track design, which included the popular ‘cross-over’ feature and 
made use of as large an area as possible - our thanks to the ‘team’ for doing this. 
The forecast was for a dry day, with 
showers later on, so our fingers were 
crossed that we could have a 
complete meeting of heats and finals. 
Lessons had been learned at the 
‘Trial Day’ with regard to our new 
race timing equipment and all except 
one dr iver  had a Persona l 
Transponder, so hopefully things 
would be relatively straightforward at 
Race Control! 
Some new faces were in evidence, and a warm welcome was extended to everyone at the Briefing. 
Classes comprised 1/8th Nitros, 1/10th 2wd & 4wd Electric Buggies and 1/10th Electric Short-Course 
Trucks - one 1/8th Electric Buggy would be racing with the Nitros. 
 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Anthony French Kristian Gibbs  Sam Collins          

‘B’ Nitro David Brazington    Clive Nash               Paul Noy                
    

2wd Electric Danny Conway  Tony Price                  Scott Fitzgerald      

4wd Electric Mark Lambert         Michael Spindley    Lee Hedges              

SCT (Qualifying) Danny Conway            Michael Spindley       Tony Price                
    

FTQ Nitros Anthony French         8/335.61 (Round 3)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Danny Conway           9/402.95 (Round 2)  

FTQ 4wd Electric Mark Lambert        9/398.63 (Round 3)  

FTQ SCT Danny Conway           9/377.56 (Round 3)  
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It had been agreed at the Club’s AGM that, in order to equalise total track time, Nitro heats would be 
5 minutes and Electrics 6 minutes. Finals would be 10 minutes for Nitros and 6 minutes for Electrics.  
All was set for 4 Rounds of 5 Qualifying Heats and Finals - all that was needed was for the air 
temperature to go up, even in the Race Control caravan! 
The 2 heats of ‘hair-dryers’ (aka Nitros) went out first to dry the track out and in Heat 1 Sam Collins 
set the target with 7 laps - a lap ahead of David Brazington’s 1/8th Electric. In Heat 2, Kristian Gibbs 
stormed round to knock 16 seconds off Sam’s time! The 2wd Electric Buggies were up next and 
Danny Conway finished on 8 laps, 11 seconds ahead of Scott Fitzgerald. The 4wd Heat was won by 
Michael Spindley, 2 seconds faster than Lee Hedges, with both on  8 laps but, interestingly, 14 
seconds slower than Danny’s 2wd time! Round 1 concluded with Danny winning the Short Course 
Truck heat, with the first 4 drivers on 8 laps. By the end of the Round, the track was much drier so 
improvements were to be expected. 
In the first heat of Round 2, Anthony French made up for his previous late start with a convincing 
win and beat Sam’s Round 1 time by 6 seconds. Junior Morgan Wakeling had a great race, finishing 
3rd and was among the first 6 drivers to finish on 7 laps. Not to be beaten, Kristian Gibbs drove a 
very consistent race in Heat 2 to take Nitro TQ again by improving by 14 seconds - 8 seconds faster 
than Anthony’s time. Danny Conway maintained his TQ spot in 2wd Electrics with 9 laps, a lap 
ahead of Tony Price. Michael Spindley did likewise with 9 laps in 4wd Electric, 6 seconds ahead of 
Lee Hedges (also on 9 laps). Danny dominated the Short Course Truck heat with 9 laps which 
included 1 very long lap. A total of 27 drivers improved their times in this Round. 
A few ‘spits and spots’ of rain had appeared from time to time as the sunshine alternated with cloud 
and wind, but not enough to cause any problems. In Heat 1 of the 3rd Round, Anthony had got things 
sorted with another convincing win to improve by a lap to take TQ by a lap. Kristian had car 
problems in the 2nd heat, so had to be content with 2nd place at the end of the Round. Lewis Halliday 
celebrated his 21st Birthday by winning Heat 2! Needless to say, Danny won the 2wd Electric heat 
but did not improve. In the 4wd Electric heat, newcomer to Braxted Mark Lambert drove a great race 
to win with 9 laps from Michael Spindley and took TQ. Danny again took TQ in the Short Course 
Trucks by 12 seconds from Michael with both improving their times. 20 drivers improved on their 
previous times. 
So on to Round 4, and would this Round produce any surprises? Anthony again drove very 
consistently in Heat 1 to finish only 2 seconds slower than his Nitro TQ time, while Kristian drove 
brilliantly in Heat 2 but did not quite have the speed to match Anthony. Danny did not come out in 
Heat 3 and it was left to Tony Price’s 2wd car to win with an improvement of 14 seconds. Michael 
Spindley won the 4wd Electric heat, but was unable to beat Mark Lambert’s TQ time - Mark must 
have heaved a sigh of relief as he did not race in this Round! The Short Course Truck heat was again 
won by Danny, by a lap from Michael. Only 8 drivers improved their times. 
 

 

Race Report (Continued) 
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So far, the timing system had worked well, and all ‘unregistered’ transponders had been sorted out. 
With only one driver now being counted manually it was getting easier at Race Control! The skies 
were by now looking very threatening so we tried to press on as quickly as we could. With many 
drivers in a truly competitive mood the Finals looked very promising! 
The Nitro B Final ran first in some very light rain and David Brazington stormed away with his 1/8th 
Electric Buggy to win by 2 laps from Clive Nash. Before anyone says “but he didn’t have to stop for 
re-fuelling” remember that he won by TWO laps! In any case, from the points perspective he would 
have been racing in his own Class. Paul Noy came in 3rd. Just after the Nitro ‘A’ started it rained for 
5 minutes, so this made for some interesting track conditions! Anthony and Kristian battled it out 
from start to finish, with Anthony just having the edge on speed, and Sam Collins came in a very 
creditable 3rd. 
The track was well and truly damp for the 2wd and 4wd Electric Finals, which were run between 
showers. Danny won the 2wd Final by 23 seconds from Tony Price with Scott Fitzgerald in 3rd place 
- all on 8 laps. In the 4wd Electric Final Mark Lambert on Pole won by 2 seconds from Michael 
Spindley. After this Final the heavens opened, so we waited. The sun came out after a few minutes 
but the Short Course Truck boys had already decided not to go out onto the wet track. 
All in all, a good Meeting. The timing system had worked well, and all Personal Transponders had 
functioned. After the track ropes etc. had been cleared, the trophies were presented and the obligatory 
photo-shoot took place. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
I should like to thank all those who helped out in various ways and special thanks to Alan Gibbs (past 
Chairman & Life Member) and son Kristian for their invaluable help at Race Control.  
 
Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 
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